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 chanted and clapped as they held the 
office  of the Economics Department 
chairman  yesterday. 
restoration 
By Ray Manley 
More than 40 angry
 students 
yesterday seized 
and  occupied the 
office of James Willis, chairman of the 
Economics Department in a bid to 
force  




 to the 
"stalling tactics of the administration," 
left 
peacefully  at noon after holding 
DMH 146 for more than two hours. 
The occupation was termed a 
disruption by university officials and 
campus security was alerted. 
Before the police arrived, however, 
the demonstrators left the office and 
marched through Dudley Moorehead 
Hall 
chanting, "Rehire the fired! 
Reenfranchise the Economics 
Department!" 
Willis
 called the students'
 demand for 
an 
immediate meeting







 said he would try 
to arrange 
the meeting if the 
students left his of-
fice.
 
James Sawrey, dean of the School of 
Social Sciences, later told the students 
they would be allowed to send three 
representatives to meet  with the 
executive committee at 3 p.m. today. 
The students said they had four 
demands they wished to present to the 
executive  committee: 
 the immediate
 refranchisement of 
the Economics
 Department faculty as 
it was constituted last year, 
 all curriculum and course changes
 
made this year 
be repealed, 
 the fired 
faculty be rehired, 
 students be 
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board  of 
trustees,






























up, the state 
colleges want 
to hire more ad-




Dymally  stated. 
"When  enrollment 
is 
down,
 they want to 
hire more ad-
ministrators





have it  
both  ways." 
Dymally said that 
at the upcoming 
May 
23-28 board of trustees 
meeting  he 
will 










review  of student enrollment 
programs at the colleges to ensure that 
all who could "benefit from college are 
actually being enrolled." 
 utilizing the 
faculty  to enlarge 
the 
course






shifting  instructors from 
depart-























"I want to make certain this 
enrollment 
crisis  isn't like the oil crisis, 
one more manufactured than







BUNZEL RESPONDS -The president said he wanted no confrontation. 
office.
 
Willis said he asked the 
demon-
strators to leave his office 
but  said they 
refused. 
Willis had a 
class  scheduled when the 
takeover 
occured, but according to 
students in the 
class, they were told 
Willis would 
not be present. 
The students in 
the  office and in the 
corridor, 
clapped









 and Chu, all must go 
the way of  
Thieu,"  throughout the 
occupation. 
During the sitin, the 
students taped 
signs  on the walls of 
Willis'
 office 
demanding the rehiring 
of several 
economics lecturers
 and calling for the 
return of faculty
 voting rights. 
A piece
 of paper reading 
"a member 
of the 
bourgeois  school of 
economics" 
was 





 point, a department 
secretary  
entered 











 the students. 
The 












 Drago, history 
lecturer,  said 
his class




The class voted to continue, 
Drago 
said. 
Drago asked the protesters to quiet 
down so 
the demonstration
 would not 
interfere with
 his class. 
"You are infringing on our academic 
rights and 
theirs
 Drago said 
motioning to his 
class.  
Drew Adams, Economics Students 
Association ( ESA) member, 
replied,  
"We did not disrupt your class, Bunzel 
did." 
While occupying the office, the 
students  called local television, radio 
and newspaper offices. 
Before the take-over was an hour old, 
newsmen from KNTV, KGO, KCBS, 
KLOK and the San Jose News
 were on 
hand interviewing the protesters. 
At 10:30 
Sawrey
 entered the occupied 
office and read a statement declaring 
the demonstration an "unlawful 
assembly" and asked the protesters to 
clear the room. 
"I 
must now ask that you leave and 
allow the university to conduct its 
business" Sawrey said. 
"We
 are the business of 
the univer-
sity
-we  are the students,"
 shouted one 
demonstrator.  
Sawrey said he was concerned about 
students and didn't want to see them 
arrested.
 
"I hope you will 
consider
 it seriously, 
it is a 
serious matter," Sawrey told the 
students. 
Sawrey  returned to the office at 11 
a.m, and read his statement again. But 
at that time added that the students had 
only until noon to leave the building. 









A planned boycott 
of the Tower List 
surveys has been 
called  "ridiculous" 




professor of electrical engineering, 
announced recently that his depart-
ment will 
boycott
 the surveys next 
month 




 List is an attempt to 
evaluate 
professors  by compiling 
comments 






























































































































































































































who  inspects 
housing
 in the 
campus  area, 
maintains  that 
absentee  
landlords are 















 zoned as 
"single 
housing," which can 
be occupied by as 
many as eight unrelated adults.  
"I can't do anything" about enforcing 
code violations, unless called in on a 
complaint, Brazelton said. 
Brazelton also said the department is 
understaffed and that it is an "im-
possibility" to make yearly inspections. 
But he said, he "knows every damn 
building" in the area, since he has 
inspected the area for twenty 
years,  
and he said he can watch the problem 
housing closely. 






































































condition  of a 
rental  within 
five 
days
 after a 
tenant
 moves in. 
Also,
 landlords 






 out, will 






 to tell 
tenants
 why 





















 in their 
rentals  and 
deduct  the 




Tenants  who 
deduct
 repair costs from






from  landlords. 
plaints by some 
residents  that he is 
"defensive" about
 his job and that he 
is 
"chummy" 
with  many of the 
landlords.
 
He said that people make charges 
about code violations, but are not aware 
of the facts. 
He said he invited Councilman
 
Pegram to accompany
 him on his in-
spection rounds after
 Pegram an-
nounced the formation 
of the task force 
to look into building code 
formation, 
among  other 
things. 
Pegram never 
responded,  Brazelton 
said. 
Brazelton also said he accomplishes 
more
 by working with tenants and 
landlords
 than by using his citation 
powers and going through the red tape 
that a 
formal
 proceeding involves. 
Brazelton






to fix a 
violation,
 if it isn't
 a 
major one, and
 then the housing in-
spector can take him to a Housing 
Board
 composed of representatives 
from the 
community which can 
recommend
 that the city attorney
 














 boycott will 
continue until Tau Delta
 Phi, the 
fraternity that 
puts  out the Tower List, 
"improves its 
procedures  and methods 
so as to insure: 
high
 standards of ac-
curacy, 
balance,
 fairness, and 
responsibility in preparation of 
written 
comments and processing 
and 
tabulation of data." 
Dr.
 Daniel Buerger, English 
professor and the Lid's
 adviser, said 
reforms  have been made
 and are being 
made. 
But, he also said all of 
Moustakas'  
demands could not be met. 
As an example, he reacted to the 
demand for "adequacy of sample size 
for
 each faculty member." 




Buerger  asked. 
"The engineers want nice statistical 
analysis 
but the students don't even 
bother with figures. All they're in-
terested in is the evaluation. 
"If
 they're trying to reduce it (the 
Tower List) to that ( statistics) it'll 
castrate 
the Tower and make it inef-





trical engineering, has been a critic of 
the List since Feb. 12, 1973. 
Loomba
 claimed "false and
 
defamatory statements" were made 
about  him in the List's last edition. 
After several letters to President 
John H. Bunzel  and members of Tau 
Delta Phi, Loomba received from the 
fraternity a 
letter of apology and a 
promise
 to cut 
unsold  Tower 
Lists. 
But  Loomba's 
review was
 not 












 if a guy 
is so sensitive
 that he 
feels  it (the
 List ) 
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only  an 
assistant  






"But nothing in the book says that!" 
"Right! But you
 have to be able to 
read 
between  the lines and we could 
not. Fortunately, our President can, 
and did, and 
put  a stop to the whole 
thing." 
"This 
Ken  Fleissner, is he 
that bad?" 
-No,  not at 
all; he is 
great.  The 
President  loves 
him, but you 
see, he 
does
 not have the
 rank. How 











"But he was 
elected!  Some senior 
members must have voted for him." 
"That's beside the point. The 



































 is giving 
Ken  a chance. 
He can try 
again in a 











 I hear he does not 
hold a 
PH.D.! 




 without it." 
"No, you don't understand. The 
President said that in this 
case a Ph.D. 
wasn't important, but
 if he published an 
article, or a 











 at all. You can check for 
youself and 
see  how few of our ad-
ministrators 
have
 published anything 






 or Homer might 
just make Ken 
more  worthy of 
respect and consideration, more 
promotable, therefore, a better 
chairman."  
"Well, what happens next?" 
"We are going to have 
another 
election, but this time we're supposed 
to make sure we elect someone who  can
 
be appointed, someone the President 
approves  of." 
Look 
at the price 
Israel
 








know,  the 
work, 
the hours, a shorter 
summer vacation. 
Why would anyone 
want to take on such 
a burden
 when he was 
already  at the 
top of the ladder?" 
"Oh don't worry, we'll find someone 
to rescue
 us." 
"What of Ken Fleissner? I hear he 
resigned from the faculty." 
"Yes, the poor fool. Can you imagine 
leaving the fold, giving up tenure, 
retirement, security and safety for the 



































"You know, you 
people  had a narrow 
escape. We all 
did  for that matter. You 
were going to 
make a terrible blunder. 
You see, if you
 elect a junior member to 
a top position,
 then all the other 





 world, I 
mean this 
university 





 no  
rank, 
no wisdom, no 
knowledge of 
things,"  
"Yes,  you are right. We should be 
grateful. Democracy 
and order are well 
guarded at SJSU. 
Simone R. Dietiker 















 looking through 
the pages of 
the 
Spartan
 Daily, I came
 across an 
advertisement
 for, of all 




Palestinian,  my 
interest  was 
aroused and it 
















Arab  Week. 
It was ironic to see the word "in-









 back to 
1948  and the 
so-called Israeli
 war of 




against  the 
British. 
It was
 the British imperialists who 
had created Israel and strengthened its 
existence since 1919 with the Balfour 
Declaration.
 
Thirty years later when the British 
finally realized that there were 
Arabs 
in Palestine, they suddenly became 
colonizers instead of protectors and the 
Israelis 













against  the 
British
 and had 
one 
third






Palestine  at the 
gve 
of 
















































of counter -insurgency in the Imperial 
Police Force... 
Yet, today they tell us there is an 
Israeli 'independence'
-1 guess South 
Africa
 also talks about
 'independence' 
and of 
course they also 
hold
 their 
military parades, wave 




constitutes real independence is 
to look at the 
other  side of the coin and 
see what 
it hides. 
In Israel today, thousands of my 
people are brutally tortured in the jails 
of the 
so-called  'independent' Israelis. 
We are the third-class citizens of that 
racist  but "independent" state, and 
many of us have experienced the road 
of exile for the last 25 years precisely 
because of that "independence". 
Ironically, 
it
 is our land, the land 
which belonged
 to our ancestors and 
our people for 
thousands of years 
whose  
independence
 they are celebrating.
 We 
are definitely not a part 
of
 the party. 
True independence




 Israel can only come
 when the:  





This can only come about in 
a secular 
democratic  state we 
can

















 be at 
the  



























In her article of Tuesday, April 22, 
your reporter Carla Matinucci quoted 
me as 
having "felt that it would 
establish a precedent" (to appoint a 
junior member of the 




 I who felt such
 sentiments. 







Fleissner  matter. 
Personally, I have no 
objection
 
whatever to an assistant 
professor
 
being made chairman of any depart-
ment
 on this campus. In point of fact, I 
have  a very high regard for Mr. 
Fleissner both professionally and 
personally, and I so informed your 
reporter. 
My view was simply that if the 
president has the legal authority to 
reject such an appointment, it is 
















 Best read letters are short 1250 
words) and to the 
00411  
Letters  may  be 
submitted
 at the 
Daily  
(Afire (JC 
TOE between 9 
am and S p . 
'Monday
 
through  Friday or by mail 
the
 Daily 
reserves the right to 
edit tee 
iength, style, or 
libel  
All letters must include
 author's 

















By Irene Helm 
Last week's letter from a journalism 
professor gives one pause to 
stop
 and 
rethink the entire abortion 
controversy.  
Proponents of the current 
law, which 
more or less established abortion on 
demand, claim that a woman has the 
right to control her own body and that a 
fetus is not a baby in the 
early  stages of 
development. 
Those 
who  take the opposite view 
argue that abortion is immoral and that 





Neither side is completely right.
 
A fetus is not a baby from the outset 
but neither is it a hunk of tissue to be 
discarded lightly. 
A potential for human life exists as 
soon as fertilization takes place and 
that life should not be destroyed without 
recognition of that fact and serious 
conterplation of the justification for 
abort t' 
According to a doctor at the campus 
medical center, abortion is being taken 
so lightly these days that some women 
practice it as a form of birth control. 
The doctor said she's had patients 
who have had as many as four abor-
tions who refuse to use any form of 
contraceptives. 
That's wrong and 
it doesn't make 
much sense either. 
Having an abortion












Additionally, medical studies have 
shown 
that those who have 
multiple  
abortions may never be able to have a 





On the other hand, bringing
 an un-
wanted child into the world
 or one that 
cannot be adequately
 cared for because 
of financial 
considerations  is not fair 
either. 
Psychiatrist's offices are filled 
with 
adults who experience emotional 
problems because they were unloved or 




Hospitals are filled with children 
who  
have been battered and bruised,
 or 
even killed because one 
or another 
parent resented them so much they 
beat them 
unmercifully
 with little or no 
provocation. 
Even in 
less extreme cases, the 
emotional scars 
caused by a childhood 
without affection make it difficult to 
deal with the every day problems of life 
even after getting professional help.
 
In these cases having had
 an abortion 
would have been less 
immoral and less 
cruel than having the baby was. 
In addition, low income parents who 
are 
struggling  to feed and house 
existing children
 have more obligation 
to those 
children than they do to any yet 
unborn.
 
A reverence for life must
 take into 
consideration the quality of that life if it 
is to be 
meaningful.  
Anti -abortionists will say these 







 may be the 




 it is 
emotionally  
easier to 
have an abortion 
than to carry 
a child
 for nine months 
and  then give it 
up. 
And  some women 
are not in a 
position  
to
 have their lives
 interrupted for 
nine 
months in order
 to carry a child. 
Those  women 






 lies in 
careful 
planning  and 
preventative  
measures 
but  those are 
not  foolproof. 
In the 
end a decision




a personal one 







There are times when abortions are 
necessary but the action should be put 
into perspective. 
Pro-abortion rhetoric may have been 
a necessary political tool to convince 
legislators to ease abortion laws, but it 
Babylift 








has  already been said about 
the 
so-called
 babylift and the 
evacuation 
of
 Vietnamese from South 
Vietnam, but
 perhaps some words from 
a different





























Since most of the
 Vietnamese being 
evacuated are from 
the upper and 
middle classes and 
many have skills 
that could be in demand 
on
 the job 
market,
 the problem is magnified
 when 
the current 
economic  status of the 
nation is taken 
into account. 
The problem is not a new one. It has
 
happened time after time. 
In 
1.-a1ter  the Hungarian revolt, 
thousands of "freedom fighters" were 
allowed to immigrate to America to 
escape the wrath of the communists. 









Castro came to power in Cuba, nearly a 
half million 
Cubans were allowed to 
emigrate to America. 
They, too, 
were  welcomed with open 
arms.  
There are numerous other examples
 
of either individuals or small groups of 
people fleeing from 
so-called com-
munist countries to be welcomed to 
America 
as fellow lovers of freedom. 
The questions is, 
when  will America 
open her arms to her own lovers of 
freedom?
 
A black, native American, Chicano or 
Asian who stands up and demands or 
fights for his or her freedom is either 
imprisoned, usually on trumped-up 
charges) murdered or harassed by law 
enforcement agencies to the point 
where he or she is forced to flee the 
"land of the free" to find freedom. 
However, 
anytime  anyone 
professed  
to be an anti -communist,
 whether an 
individual asking 
for aylum or the 
dictator of a banana 
republic 










The  racist 
attitude
 of the 







easily  spotted 
when recent 
events in 
Miami  are 
scrutinized.  
There  has been an influx of Haitians 
there who
 have undertaken a perilous 
800-mile journey from Haiti in small 
boats in 
an attempt to flee the dic-
tatorship in power there. 
Have the Haitians 
been welcomed as 
fellow lovers of freedom? 
No. 
Instead they






























































































































































































































 be tempered now. 
It is harder to decide for 
abortion 
when there is recognition that a 
potential human life is involved instead 
of just some "tissue," but that is how 
the decision 
should
 be made. 
Women 
fought  for a long time for the 
right to make their own decisions. 
Now they have 
to







You are constantly 
hearing  about 
people belonging to minorities
 and that 
they don't get heard 
and  are not being 
understood. 
I belong to 
a minority that most 
people are not even
 aware of. I am 
legally blind, which 
means! have some 
vision but it is 10 per cent 
or
 less. 
I feel I am part of one of the most 
misunderstood groups in today's 
society. Being able to see, but yet not 
being able to is very frustrating for me 
especially
 when trying to deal 
with 
other people. 
I don't look blind so 
it is assumed I'm 
not. 




 from me. 
When 
people




 changes to 
pity: "the 
poor little blind 
girl." 
I'm not poor except financially and I 
think most students are in that position. 
I am not a little girl. I am an adult 
woman who happens to have a visual 
impairment. 
I 
can fight anger, but I 
can't fight 
pity,
 for it is a very abstract 
conept that 
cannot
 be dealt with 
concretely.
 
Not a day 
goes by that I am not 
confronted
 with a problem that was 
directly or indirectly
 caused by my low 
vision. I have had 
people inform me 
that I was a snob because
 I wouldn't 
wave to them. 
I'm not snobbish. I just didn't see 
them because they were
 too far away. 
Although I have been speaking 
lightly, I am none the less serious. 
Being legally blind poses many 
problems, in school as 
well
 as in every 
other
 aspect of life. 
All I am asking
 is to be treated as an 
equal. I am a 
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 were thrown 
out by 






the  Job Corps, A.S., the 
city 
and Community of 




with  mental 
patients.  






Academic  Learning 
Experience)
 to discuss 
neighborhood 
problems. 
For the first hour
 speakers 
from various 
groups  gave 
low 
key talks prompting 
little debate. 
Racism debated 
Real debate erupted when 
Community of 
Communities  
Director John Murphy said, 
"Racism is what we are 
talking about." 
Sponsors 
of the task force 
being set up to study neigh-
borhood problems are im-
plying board and care homes 




originated  from an A.S. 
report criticizing the number 
of rehabilitative facilities in 
the campus area. 
Coun-
cilman Pegram's stand is 
that the facilities have 
"severely  altered the 
character 








patients  as a 
viable 
part of the com-
munity.
 
The community is suf-
fering most from people who 
try to help "from 
a distan-




conceive the task force,
 said 
he is "not out to do a hatchet 
job on board and care 
homes." 
A.S. executive assistant 
Dave Welch said the entire 
county
 should share 
responsibility for taking care 
of the mental care patients. 
Murphy said it is "racist" 
to say each part of the county 
should be allocated a 
number of mental 
patients.
 
"The only way 
other 
communities will get opened 






The debate then moved 
to
 
the Job Corps center 
when 





at the center 
that the program was badly 
run. 
The Job Corps was the 
center of debate earlier this 
year when the A.S. made a 
recommendation to City 
Council that the center be 
moved out due to continuing 
conflicts between students 
and members of the Job 
Corps, 
The Job Corps is a training 
program for youths aged 16 
to 22.
 
A member of the audience 
said he had been offered 
drugs and stolen goods from 
Corps members when he 
walked by the center. 
Center defended 
























































































































































































































































































sign up for table 
space at the upcoming 
Organization Faire on May 2 
and 
May  3. 





call  277-2189. 
isis  
Symphonic Band and 
Symphony Orchestra 
Concert tonight in Concert 
Hall at 8:15 p.m. free. 
   
Poetry




and  other poems 
at 

















































Why  hasn't this 
been  
reported?




 been hostile 
and uncooperative with 
students. 
Acquilano countered that 
Welch is complaining 
because his girlfriend is 
afraid to 
walk the streets  
because 
of the minority 
students at 
the job Corps 
center. 
Charges fly 
Welch called Acquilano a 




 of a 









He said then that he 
suspected the task force was 




Christensen said it 
would 
take a year to get any
 action 
on 
the  problems while im-
portant decisions concerning 
the neighborhood were being 




A federal bill has been 
passed to help Vietnamese 
students contact relatives in 
their home country, ac-
cording to the campus 
foreign student office. 
Students who want in-
formation on relatives must 
fill out a form in Adm. 20. 
The information will be 
turned over to the State
 
Department and then for-
warded to Saigon. 
Students who have 
relatives currently traveling 
to the United States from 
Vietnam can call directly to 
the Immigration Office in 
San Francisco for in-
formation
 about them. 
Concerning
 the present 
status of the Vietnamese 
students, the 
commissioner  
of the Immigration 
and 
Naturalization Service has 
said no action is to be taken
 
requiring the return of aliens 








By Don Ketterliug 
The liaison committee's 
report of its investigation of 
the difficulties in the 
Economics Department 
was rejected Monday by the 
Academic Senate 
in a 23-14 
vote.
 
The report was referred 
back to the committee for 
further work. 
The report was released by 
the liaison committee April 
21, after several months of 
hearing testimony regarding 
the propriety of SJSU 
President John Bunzel's 
disfranchisement of the 
department, last September. 
The liaison committee 
recommended: 
 refranchisement of the 
department as of September 
1975, 
 a new chairman should 
be appointed by September 





 a set of policies should 
be drawn up for the 








 of the 
situation in the Economics 
Department, nor did it at-
tempt to identify any 
wrongdoing by either 
department faculty or the 
administration. 
Critics claimed
 the report 
did not fulfill the com-
mittee's 
charge of deter-
mining whether the actions 
of 






mitted repeatedly that the 
report was a result of 
compromises 













However,  the report was 
signed
 unanimously by the 
entire committee, indicating 
members were in agreement 
regarding  the recom-
mendations. 
Among the critics at the 
Senate's meeting were three 
non-members who were 
allowed to address the 
senate. 





 in the 
Soviet Union is a 
matter of 
changing peoples'
 heads just 
as it is in the 
U.S.," said 
William Mandel






of 50 in the S.U. 
Ballroom.
 
Speaking on the topic, 
"American and Soviet 
Women: A Comparison," the 
controversial,  former SJSU 
lecturer




liberation in the 
Soviet Union. 
Mandel noted that the 
attendance,
 although sparse, 
was much larger than he had 
received
 in recent speeches 
in mid -western universities. 
He 

















 72 per cent of 
the physician positions, 35 
per cent in engineering, and 
comprise 52 per cent of the 
total professional oc-
cupations, Mandel said. 
He said, although the 
Soviet laws encourage 
women to work, cultural 
traditions have held back 
women's liberation to a 
certain extent, just as 
they 
have here. 
The laws of the USSR have 
sought to meet the needs of 
working mothers, he said, by 
providing adequate child 
care centers for every child, 
of every woman who wants 
to work or attend school. 
Mandel said the Russian 




protecting women, and 
seeing that they are 
guaranteed jobs and 
education. 
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in 
Russia,  he continued, with 
parent's  fees amounting to 
less than 




child  care centers 
as the strongest 
incentive  for 
mothers to 
re-enter

















 younger  
generation 
men  can be seen 
holding 






 10 years 










 is that 
these women 
attaining  high 
status today 
came  from 
homes with 
illiterate 
mothers. This is a 
condition 
which in the U.S., according 
to Mandel, would probably 
keep 
American  women out of 
the
 high status positions. 
Dr. Marvin 




held  by the 
committee 
and that the 
bases for 
the committee's 
conclusions  were not in-










said  the report is 
"totally 
unacceptable  to 
students 














said,  "Professional 
politicians
 are on the











penalties  for 
possession has 
passed its last 
committee and 
is waiting for 
a vote in 
the state assembly. 
Most legislators expect the 
bill 
to easily receive ap-
proval from the assembly 
and the governor. 
SB 95 




Francisco,  smoked 
through the assembly ways 





Officials in Moscone's 
office have said they 
expect  
the bill to become law in 
either 
late  May or early 
June. 
from Saigon to our 
hometown." 
"All you've proved is that 
democracy at SJSU is a 
farce,"  he added. 
Dr. Douglas Dowd, 
economics lecturer, said the 
department  should be 
refranchised as soon as 
possible. 
"We cannot be healed 
except by getting back the 
rights that were taken from 





























 to the 
senate,  
said he was "afraid the 
report 




Litchfield asked Bunzel if 
he would 
admit  that he was 
wrong in his 







it would be 
inappropriate  to comment on 
the liaison
 report at this 
time," Bunzel replied. 
John Rico, AS. President. 
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Friday, May 2, 2:30 p.m. 
Open division; double 
elimination
 in 2 of 3 game matches. 
Prizes include trophies, free bowling & 
billiards. 
Entry 
feeS1.50;  no additional 
charge
 for games. 
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they've
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But this year, because of a 
good  
recruitment
 of JC 
talent and 
what
 he calls a 
mental 








 is that 
although








doubles  team at 
SJSU.  
"There's not 
much to say 
































































hit the ball as 
well as 
anyone






 than most  
of the 
team."  
Lack of speed 




 his final 
year last 
season,
 said Moffat 
has
 "every shot in the book",
 






 the edge he 





all the shots," 
said Gibson. "It's just a 








 by saying 
that speed 
is
 not necessaary 
in doubles play. 
By only having to cover 
one half the court, 
Gibson  
said, Moffat needs to take 
just one step in either 
direction to cover his 
ground. 
Gibson
 also credits 
Mof-

















 to move up, 
and 
I didn't," he said. 
Krikorian said 
Moffat  had 
his 
chances






 matches in 
the third set after winning 
the first," said 
Krikorian.  








he has to 
overcome and he has 
to
 
overcome it himself," said 
Krikorian. 
Tops in doubles 
"And he probably is 
playing better doubles than 














ICs called AB("s Wide World of 













 to be 
labeled 
-sports." 
Saturday's segment of 
Wide  World of Sports featured ex -
heavyweight boxing 
champion George Foreman taking on 
five men whose names 
won't go down in boxing's annals. 
Terry 
Daniels,  Jerry Judge, Charlie Polite, Alonzo Johnson 
and Boone Kirkman should be presented with sourvenier 
canvases upon their retirement from boxing to help them 
remember their favorite positions. 
They're known as bombs in 
boxing  vernacular. 
The exhibition was farcical to say the least. Foreman 
bounced the five around the ring in pin ball fashion. It proved 
nothing. 
Foreman did not look sharp. In fact, his performance 
wasn't much better than those of his five sorry -looking op-
ponents. 
Foreman was slow, out of shape, and paraded around the 
ring with a stupid looking grin on his face. He looked as if he 
wished he 
were  out knocking trees down or chewing on rocks. 
He amateurishly wound up windmill style on several oc-
casions  before leveling blows, and he ended up grappling on 
the canvas with Judge
 after he had knocked down Jerry. 




Although Foreman's antics 
were disgusting, they were not 
surprising. Nothing in the heavyweight division of boxing is 
surprising
 anymore. 
The only top-notch 
heavyweight  fight in the last several 
years was the premier Muhammed
 Ali -Joe Frazer tangle. 
Nearly all the 
others,
 especially those in which Ali has 













8'u, Friday in Palo Alto. 
The Spartan victory was 
even more significant as All-
American candidate Mark 
Lye was ill and didn't play 
against the Cardinals. 
Jim Knoll picked up 
the  
slack 




 medalist honors. 
Scott
 Hoyt had a 77, 
Paul  
Hahn a 78 and Eric Batten 
and 
Dan Luther 




























The Pacific Coast Athletic 
Association finals 
are May 5-











































has  been to 
boxing  what Arnold Palmer,




are  to golf, and 
more. 
But he's carried his act too far. All didn't win a 
boxing 
match from Foreman in Zaire last fall. It 
looked  much more 
like Fred Astaire and 
Ginger
 Rogers, only those two per-
formers
 have class. 
And what of Ali's recent tiff with Chuck Wepner
 in 
Cleveland? He might as well fight Mickey Rooney. 
Wepner 
its in well with the "Fearsome 
Five,"
 Foreman took on. 
Maybe en masse the six of them could muster 
enough  hefty 
blows to penetrate a paper sack. 
Perhaps even more deplorable 
than  the state of cham-
pionship heavyweight boxing is the 
fact that ABC has 
followed the whole circus. 
On many occasions ABC
 itself
 has
 deplored the scene. But 
it continues
 to devote hours of pre-fight, during -fight, and 
post -fight
 coverage. 
It seems as 
though  Ali has become a regular on the 
ABC 
sportscasting staff. He's always on the air chattering about 
something. 
Saturday  
he was guest commentator and made a 
fool of 
himself and 
ABC. As Ali shouted out advice to the 
five 
challengers,
 Howard Cosell sat humbly, his occasional 
comments
 about as exciting as the bumbling
 hulks in the 
ring. 
"There's no stopping 





 on. It demonstrated the 
marvelous 
control ABC has over All and its coverage
 of boxing. 
Boxing is manipulating 
television
 and both are taking on an 
air of unprofessionalism 
because of it. 
Both are 
feeding  on the 
public.
















































Tues. thru Fri. 8-6 Sat. 8-5:30 
292-0888 
1060 E. 








 Pfister and 
Bob 
Hansen  are about as 
good as 
Meyers  and himself. 
"They're 






and  we would both 
win if they 
were
 No. 1." 
Moffat 
entered
 SJSU in the 
fall 





 High School 
in Mill Valley. 
Three 
high  school team-
mates 
went  on to be No. 1 
players on major college 
teams. 
He spent
 his freshman 
year 
as
 the No. 5 player and 
won the PCAA title for No. 5 
players he was only allowed 





Moffat sat out a year, and
 
then was the No.
 1 singles 
and doubles 
player  the next 
two seasons. He won the 









 FRANCISCO  
(AP)  
"We're
 pressed for money 
right now," admits San 
Francisco 
Giants'  President 
Horace C. Stoneham, 
"but
 
we can operate for another 
couple of months." 
A proposed real estate 






National League baseball 
team which 
drew only 
519,987 fans at home last 
season, Stoneham added. 
"I'm hopeful that it will all 
work out. If it doesn't, 
well...," he left the sentence 
unfinished. 




yesterday  in an 
interview  
with Sports Editor Roger 






























































Being able to 
win some 
money in the 
summer  might 
be an added 
incentive






















stronger in the South and 
East. 
Moffat plans to graduate 
from SJSU 
after the fall 
semester 
with  a B.A. degree 
in 
Physical  Education and 
a 
minor  in Health Science. 
He wants to 
become  a 
teaching pro at a 
club.  "It's a 
tough 
job, tougher than 
people
 think," Moffat said.
 
"There's a good
 money if 
you're 
good." 














 good 'Ill 
June 20 
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 Off ALL 



































 will present its 3rd 
Annual  
Parade of Pipes and Smoking Contest. 




Soren and Woolsey will be shown. 
The rules of 





gets 3.3 grams of  tobacco, 
two wooden matches, and a 
tamper. Each 
contestant has 1 minute to light their 
pipe. They can only 















Give us a call to get all the details. Or better
 
yet, stop
 by and 
see us. 
MAY 2, 3, 4 
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By Nick Naseh 
The best long jumper on 
the SJSU track team took up 
the event out of his 





ministration of justice 
senior, is third on the all-
time 
SJSU
 long jump list 
with a personal best of 25 feet 
8. 
"I thought I was a high 
jumper, for that's what I did 
in high school," Davis said. 
"But the first meet at City 
College of San Francisco I 
high jumped 6 feet 2, a PR 
personal record) for me and 
finished 
fifth. 
"We  just had one long 
jumper and the other team 
had two. If I could have beat 
one of them I'd get a point," 
he said. 
"You had to get 15 points 
for a block (letter) and it 
didn't look I was going to get 
it," Davis 
said. 
"I did 22 feet in 
the long 
jump and that won. I kept on 
waiting for someone to beat 
me, but no one did." 
Concentrating on long jump 
Since then he has con-
centrated steely on the long 
jump, improving about  a foot 
a year,




in the long jump, the City 
College coaches tried to help 
him, but
 to no avail. 
"I couldn't get down what 
they were telling me. It 










SJSU's soccer team will 
seek its first victory of an 
abbreviated spring season 
when the Spartans host 
Stanford 
University Friday 
at 5:30 in Spartan Stadium. 
The game will 
be a 
preliminary to the San Jose 
Earthquake-Hartford North 
American League Soccer 
game. 
The Spartans 
play  six 
games in the spring 
as
 a 
warm-up to the real season 
in the fall. 
In their first outing SJSU 
tied
 the University of Santa 
Clara 1-1. 
   
The San Jose Earthquakes 
will entertain Hartford 
Friday night at 8 p.m. 
in an 
NASL game. 
The Quakes lost 
their first 
game




overtime  to 
the  Los 
Angeles 
Aztecs 
April  19 
before a 
sellout 
crowd  of 
over 


















































lost the first 
game of the two game series 
with Bermuda 3-2, but was 
awarded the series because 
they outscored their op-








































































































































 of the things they 
tried to teach me was the 
hitch kick, where you 
pump  
your legs like riding a 
bicycle when you're in the 
air. I 
couldn't  do it." 
Instead Davis
 extends his 
legs upward in an 
attempt to 
get more distance on 
his 
jumps. 
"I try to extend and let my 





array  of 
world:word  
holders 
will  be in 





Track  and 
Field
 
















 of the 
meet, 
beginning  at 
1 
p.m.,  will be 
world -record




























at $4, are 
on sale at 
the 
athletic 











$1.50  will 
also
 go on sale 
Saturday. 
scholarship 
to go here. SF 
State didn't, 
but the coach 
there, Gale 
Hopkins, was a 
long 
jumper
 and could help 
me," Davis 
said.  
"I added it 
up
 to see if it 
would cost more
 to stay at 
home and go to 
SF
 State or 
come here. It came
 out a few 
dollars 
cheaper




speed carry ine out in the Last season, his 
first as a 
pit," he 
said. 
Spartan, Davis won the long 
At 
City  College 
Davis had jump at the 
Pacific  Coast 
a best  of 24 feet 1, and placed Athletic
 Association 
second  at the 1973 California championship 
meet  with a 24 
state junior 
college





university His best 
effort last year 
He then 
had to choose was 24 feet 83/4, good for 11th 
between SJSU
 and San on the all-time SJSU long 
Francisco
 State University jump list going into this 
as to where 
to











This  season in the Spar-
tans' nine 
dual meets, of 
which SJSU won 
eight,  Davis 
won his event five times 
and 
placed second in the other 
four.  
He has lost to teammates 
Dan 
Carter (twice) and 
Reggie
 Huey and UCLA's 
Jerry
 Herndon, who won the 
long 
jump  at last year's 
National





He achieved his 25 feet
 8 
lifetime best jump 
last 
weekend in SJSU's 73-72 
victory
 over the University 
of Washington. 
Davis said he expects to 











they  groom 





ingredients American businessmen strive 
for, are indeed




 After all, the 
consumer  is the 
ultimate voter in a 
product's  election ... and 
re-election.
 
But just how 




 item? How many colors and sizes? 
How 
will added quality affect
 the market price? Read
 
about the route 
most American businessmen
 
take -"The Main 
Street"  approach. Read what 
this has 
to do with 21 million dishwashers 
and 
35 million clothes 
dryers  winning their way 
into  
American homes. 
The adjoining message from the May 
Reader's 
Digest  sums up important thoughts 
about quality and value. It's one
 in a series 
on our economic 











Anderson  in 
1969,  if he tin- 
weather. 
proves  his work 




might be a 
little looser and 
"I 
have
 a tendency 
to stop take
 long steps. 
The steps 
and start if I feel that I 
won't  
aren't as long when it's 
hit the board. 
Your
 last step 
cold."
 





 and explode 
"On that 
last step you 
should attack the board and 
explode right off it." 
He said he starts his ap-
proach 110 feet 3 from the 
take -off 
board, but may vary 
Davis said one of his 
problems in the long jump is 
that once airborne 
he has a 
tendency to look 
down.  
"I should try to 
focus  on 
those trees across the street. 





MAY  3 8PM 
SAN FRANCISCO 
MASONIC  AUDITORIUM 
ammo




NOW AT THE 
DOWNTOWN 
CENTER





JOSE BOX OFFICE. 
MACY'S,













A DIVISION OF TAT 
COMMUNICATIONS  CO. 
ADVERTISEMENT  
During these hard times, when 
all of us are concerned about getting 
full value in the things we buy. 
here 
































 fishing it out 
when  it 
didn't pop




 a little 




What  a 
storm!
 And it got 
worse.  
Leaving 








to your new station 
wagon. 
Soaked  to the skin.
 you got 
behind the wheel and turned the 
key




start. lint tried again 
and again. 
Nothing.









50111C halfhearted offers  
t,.
 
help with the 
dishes. "No,
 wc 
bought a new dishwasher."
 
you 
announced  proudly.  You 
loaded 
the 











noticed  the 
fitamy
 

















 we don't 
ey,
 
think about it when











coffeepot  keeps perk in.:
 


















 on doing 
its iiih. 
Ni,. the fact is that in our 
nu iul 











greatest  tributes to 
:kinetic.,
 
industry is the fast
 that the "lemon -




























anyone  else. 








The  \ meri-

























 On the 
Tide-tletergent produc-
tion
 line in Cincinnati, 
boxes  under -
filled or 
damaged  in any 
w.iv arc 
automatically  and 




















































the  purity 












 a control batch
























pumps,  arc 
tested  in the 
field









































force  their way 
tumour  minds. 




\Vliv  do there 
!lase


















realities  of the 
mass market.
















would cost to build 
a tele-
vision set that 
%could "never" fail 














 than a few 
thousand  sets 
being built each year.
 Thus, the high 
quality would he 
academic tOr 
the 




simply  be priced out 
of the 
market. 
Businessmen face a 










 materials they 




 do they take 
the





doing  only 
"custom
 work" beyond 
the 
financial  reach of 
millions of 









































 saw or tape 
re-
corder 
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plastic
 compound  
be 
as 
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replace  


















:11111111%Ii11111,  engineers 
retie 
signed













reliability of the machine. 
11 he 
cumulatiVe  elkst id 
such Je-
ns 
ilies  is a 1141011 Iti the Anti:Man 
consumer.
 espeCially during this 
ilit   
ficult 
economic  
period  when all of 
its want to stretch  our 










 if it isn't 
readily  




The Main Street approach
 means 
that there
 are 117 million TV 
sets in 
U.S.




 clothes dryers -and it 
means that by and 
large this abun-
dance of products


























 item the average 
con 
sumer will ever buy. litclay's cars 
run much longer between engine 





brakes are much more reliable. their 















































 hase tIi, 
right 
to complain,  to 
send thing, 
back










bargains  in 
thc 
world 
today -in both 
cost and iter 
formance-is the 
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about  a 
proposed amphitheater




 is the 
patio  next to 
the 
games  area 








 was the 
reaction 
of a 















student,  "and it 
would 






Of the more than
 80 people 
who 








"I think the pit area 
is a 
great place to 
hold  drama 
productions," 
said  Patricia 
Bower, 









































Hearst  in 
February  of last year
 has 
spawned more 






 is the latest 
in the 
growing  list of books
 
dealing





and Don West 





















neither the style 
of Wood-
ward and 
Bernstein  nor as 
engrossing a story. 











 full of 
background  
material





 a case of all 
you 
ever















 consumingjob of 
gathering
 a multitude 
of
 
facts and statistics. 
Book suffers 
But facts and statistics 
are 




good,  readable 
book. 
"Patty-Tania"  suffers 
from
 poor writing and in-
consistent
 style. 
The reading does improve 
as the 
book  progresses, 
however, mostly because 
they drop the staccato, 
"dragnet" style used so 
































The authors would have us 
believe that "As a political 
story, 
it was one of the 




















By Mars Edv.ards 
Surely, if anything is 
universal, it is the yearning 
for and loathing of love. 
Sophia Sanchez' latest 
book, "Love Poems," may 
not be as universally ap-
pealing as her 







volume of poetry, though 
she 
is perhaps best known for 
her 
play, "Sister Sonji," 
which was
 performed by 
Joseph 
Papp's  Public 
Theatre in New 
York. 
Her peoms are 
intensely  
personal
 ( as is all good 
writing, some
 so much so 
that we can't fully 
un-
derstand them because we 
aren't Sophia Sanchez. 
Bt 













things  about 
poetry is that 
the artful 
combination of a few 
words 
can
 say everything, but
 still 
leave room for more. 
Sanchez, in her short 















think  the 
university  
should spend









Chorus and the 
Brass Ensemble were 
scheduled to perform last 
Friday, but weather 
forced  




played as scheduled, at-





"The acoustics of the pit 
are excellent," said 
Raymond Nilsson, assistant 
professor of music 
and 
coordinator of the ensemble 
program. 
"I've always thought that 
troublesome 
contradictions  
of life and 
lovethe  warmth 
of dependency and the need 
to be on one's own; 
the  ache 
for total understanding and 
the realization that we can 
never  really be understood. 
There are undercurrents 
of anger and
 jealousy and 
that 
raw, pervasive need 
that we all 
suspect
 may 
never be filled. 
At times Sanchez' 
frustration borders on 
desperationshe 
writes: 
who am i to have loved at 
all as the 
years come like water and 
the 
madness of my 
blood  
drains rivers. 
Many of he 
poems were 
written for Sanchez' husband 
Ito whom the 
book is 
dedicated), and they reflect 
the pain of trying 
to keep a 
marriage alive. 
But  some deal with love in 
the larger sensethe basic 
need for acceptance and 
affirmation
 by all people. 
Sanchez 
is
 angriest and 
most powerful 
when she 
vents the hurt and rage she 








































would  be a good place 
for 
an amphitehater," he 
said, 




 great for 
people to be able to cluster 
around and watch open air 
shows." 
Several performers in the 
ensemble were also en-
thusiastic about the pit as a 
performing location. 
Another show scheduled 
"It 
was  great," said Phil 
Zahorsky, leader of the 
ensemble, "and we sounded 
really good. 
Students will get another 
chance to evaluate the 
location for the purpose of an 
amphitheater 
on May 9, 
when the University Chorus 
is rescheduled to perform. 
"Hopefully, we can get the 
Brass Ensemble to present a 
repeat performance," added 
Nilsson.
 
The Student Union 
Board 
of Governors ( SUBG 
originally scheduled the 
various experimental shows 
to test the feasability and 
acceptance of an am-
phitheater project. 










"Love  Poems" 
will 
put off some 
people 
(thanks




poets),  but 
Sanchez'  book 
is 
not a lot of 










The Spring Poetry 
Reading Series continues 
today with 
a reading by Lynn 
Sukenick at 2:30 p.m. in the 
College
 Chapel. 
Sukenick is the author of a 
book, 
"Houdini  and Other 
Poems," and is 
presently a 
member of the 
creative
 
writing faculty at UC santa 
Cruz. 
The final 

















But that's not all. The 
authors
 go on to say, 
"Unquestionably
 it will loom 
larger
 than Watergate 
in the 
historical  view, 
if, as the 
SLA and
 its sympathizers 
would 















Experience  shattering 





whole  thing is that 
it was a 
shattering
 experience
 for the 
Hearsts,
 and the 







deaths on national 
television. 
That 
Patty  Hearst 
and
 
most of the 
SLA really 
thought  they were 
working
 
for the benefit of society has 
already been fairly 
well 
established.  
Easy to dismiss 




 of a 
new revolution, by 
lumping 
Patty Hearst 




makes  it all too easy 
to dismiss












 of a 
politically  and 
socially naive
 group, and 
then attempts





so obscures the 
issues and 
the conditions 


















Dave Mason will appear in 
concert at 8 p.m. Friday in 
the San Jose Civic 
Auditorium, 255 Almaden 
Ave., San Jose. 
Bay Area rock and roll 
guitarist and singer, Alice 
Stuart, will also be on the bill 
with her new back-up band. 
Mason is expected to play 
selections from his new 
album,
 "Dave Mason," as 
well as his very 
popular  
older material like "Only 
















SJSU's Union Gallery 
will  
display the works of five Bay 
Area artists beginning May 1 
in its last show of the 1974-75 
season.  
The paintings of Chuck 





sculpture of Doug Cotterall 
will be featured in the main 
gallery.
 
Photographs by Alvin 
Thompson and jewelled 
ceramic urns, called 
"Ceramic gems", will be 
exhibited outside the gallery, 
































the  season at 7 p.m. Sunday 
.n the 
First Presbyterian 




invited  to the 
free 


























 or Re -







































 . . 
treat
 the finger 
of
 your choice 
to a real 




 ring. . 






purchase of any 
man's  
Siladium  ring 
or on any 
elegant 
Lady's
















  6:00 pm 









persons  per team 
)at
 least one 








handicap  )100 % 
of 
200). 






free games & much more. 
Entry
-44.00  per team; signups at the desk 
STUDENT












































































































































































































































campus  political 
parties may 
not  be spon-
sored, financed 
or
 aided by 
off-campus 





















































 is a 
consultant  
for  the 
U.S. 












































 for A.S. 
offices 
may be 




 but complaints 
must be filed within two days 
after the election, 
according
 




























Ballesteros of 1R1 said the 
general public is not allowed 
to print its own orders at the 









know if his brother
 
was connected




 for comment. 
Ballesteros
 said "from 
time to time" he allows 
persons to print their own 
orders on IRI's presses, but 
the service 
is not open 
ti 
everyone. 
"I don't just let anyone 
come in from off the street," 
he




 approached me. 
They 
were  in sort
 of a bind." 
- This 
"bind"  was 
both 
financial
 and a 





The TWC-PS saved money 
by supplying
 its own labor. 
Tom Thomassen, a losing 
TWC-PS 
candidate
 for upper 






Thomassen said he did not 
know the general public was 
not allowed to use IRI's 
printing facilities, or that 
their action may have 





 it would 
hurt the candidates
 or 1 
wouldn't have





 this was an 
area 
of the A.S. Constitution 
where there are inadequate
 
guidelines to determine if the 
TWC-PS
 had been "aided 
by 




to, they should 
take it to 
(A.S.)
 Judiciary to 
nail
 it 







Barrozi  said. 
The TWC-PS winners in 
the recent A.S. 
election  for 
Academic Senate were Clay 
Trost and Brad Wood; for
 
upper division, Kim Baskett, 
Laura Klepfer and Loretta 
Wilson; and for the graduate 
council, Nancy Robertson, 
Yolanda Espinoza, Leslie 










insurance  pooling bills 
designed to ease the 
malpractice insurance crisis 
in California zipped through 
their last committee tests 
yesterday. 
Both bills were sent to the 
Assembly floor by the Ways 
and Means Committee. 
A third pooling measure 
faces a 
Senate  floor vote, 
possibly 

































































































 'Christie Love." 
Crocker can 
shoot a 50 cent 
piece easily at 
50 paces 
with
 an open sight
 .22 rifle. 
And she 
"wouldn't  hesitate 
to
 shoot back 









 crackshot First 
High  Woman Award 
in,





Crocker said she became
 an ardent rife 
fan
 a year ago when 
she  saw a recruiting 
ad 
in the Spartan 
Daily.  
One of three 
females  in the male-
dominated club, 
Crocker was elected 
president of the Rifle 
Club last September. 
"I strongly believe in equal
 opportunity of 
sex 
and race," Crocker 
explained.  
"My joining the Rifle Club
 has nothing to 
do with the feminist movement,"
 she said. 
"I think the feminist 
movement  is self-
defeating.
 
"Because I'm in law enforcement," she 
added. "the feminist movement has in fact 
created more resentment in 
me."  
A senior in 
administration  of justice, 
Crocker's ambition is to be "an investigator 
for the district
 attorney of Santa Clara 
County."
 
Presently an intern student at the district 
attorney's office, Crocker hopes later to be 
"a detective in intelligence, organization, 
homocide and fraud." 
Crocker 
noted  there is only one woman 
among the 40 investigators employed at the 
office. 
Originally from Oregon, Crocker
 says she 
does not have "any pleasure in 
hunting."  
"I couldn't kill or shoot any animals," 
Crocker  said. "I don't even 
like
 to fish." 
With an overall grade point 
average of 3.7, 
the markswoman is aiming 
for two years of 
law 
enforcement
 experience before 
taking
 a 
shot at the 
investigator's post after she 

















and speakers. 99163693. 
us for discount pricing 
to
 OJSU 
SAVE THIS AIX 
.  
Before you purchase any 
Hi-Fi  stereo _ 
TYPING-TERM PAPERS,   
ETC. 




AAAAA SOLFHYPNOSIS. He* 
yourself
 to: improved 
grades, IM 











Cl   at 




 and in 
termediate 
students
 Small classes. 
individual attention Beverly 
Eufrazia 
Grant, Director 241 1300. 
NATURE
 DESIGNS FOR US 
Wedding




Creative  new look are 
available in 
hundreds




 or plain Town and 
Country 




quality wedding Invitations. 
Deal
 direct
 for decided savings! Special 
offer 













SairatogaSunnyvag  Rd. 
Cupertino.








 PoOd StamPS. 
126 E. San
 Salvador blwn 3rd 
and 4th 
Sts. 
30's 40's CLOTHES 
Antiques, 
nostalgia,  rustics. etc. The 
Paradise 





 like to invite
 everyone  to 
its 
Thursday evening
 meetings at 7.30 





 the mens and women 
gyms). 
530 savings on a 
SR -16 Texas 
instrument Calculator Reg. 589.95,
 
now 159.95 Where else 
can you find 














Schools  in Cultr. 
Transoms..
 
Influence of culture on Percept IL 
Learn.,
 How minority grps are 
disadvtgd by 
school,







 local schools 9,30.10,15 T 
I. Th. 
FRIDAY FLI   the 
original full length




during  the Bolshevik
 Revolution 
Friday 
May 7 Two shows 7110 pm 
51.00 presented by A 







on auto repairs Major repairs on 
Foreign 
cars
 Minor only on 
AMeriCan gars.
 Ex. VW tuneup $25 
total, all work guaranteed. STEVE 
GEDDES 247.3864. 
WANTED MUSTANG 
MACH I 1970 
















7 Two shows 74110 pm 
51 00 
presented







Posters--  large um 
$200  each 













cents.  Large 
variety  
of patches
 iron transfers Imported
 
walking







black lights,  
one  block 
from the college. 
SO E San Fernando 
St 
FOR SALE 






408-262-7576  9 
5 MON..SAT. 
WellenSOCII stereo ceSsette recorder 
S35 and Garrard Record Changer.S15  
Good condition 377 037 
 I PUPPIES-4 Is 
months  

















Otter. Ph,  
279.3013,  



















Puma) STUFF) SCUBA. comp. avail. 
tits, reg, rots, di,,, w tut, melt Ins. 
snrkl, sp go, 5295 TAPE REC. re. US. 
io SPEED. NIshikl sentlaire, S1511. 





str  0100 Mike 291 9409 I 
it ring 
The only 
tidies  you have 
are tor 
perking? Buy 




296.3440.  Ask tor Judy. 
1%7 CAMARO 327
 AM FM TAPE 
STEEL 
RADIALS
 MINT  CON 
DIT 
ION $1,000 CALL .998 1423 OR 
797 7117 (FREMONT). 
House 
Trailer
 22 11. -located in park, 
2
 






 Call 207-1303, 




























 Earn big 
dollars for
 yourself or 
favorite 
campus group. 







 Do it 
part or 
full time Min. invest. 02,592 is req 
Securred
 by inventory. EOM 
an 
organization and let us show yOu 
how you can make 
S's Call or write 
MKT C.P. 1659 
Scott Blvd. Suite 26, 
S 










 C'ess will 
include weekend







































































Parttimie  people to 
teach 
Free  En 
ferprwe to 
potential Entrepreneurs 
Mersa!  Assoc 




 Women age 
19 23 needed for
 amateur 










Person  to do 

















 SKI 125 week 
Green 













private  parking, linen I maid 
service, color
 T.V. Ping 
pang, kit-
chen 
facilities,  inside courtyard, 
grand piano,
 free coffee. 21.50 week 
share,

















1 20.38 wk 
single-discount
 
or monthly rates. 
132 












Call  290.2308 
after  5:00 
pm.
 
  I MIDEM - IDEAL 
FOR 2 OR 1 FURNISHED, CAR 
PETS.I 13 BATH 9160 






apts.  i 
blk from campus (4 
unit  complex). 
Summer
 OS 545  05 




$320. per mo. 487 
So 6th. 
Ph. 
2999033 or 359.1939_ 
SUMMER
 
635 S. 11th St., S.J. 
SI20.1140
 mo 
for 1 bcIrm. small 2 
bdrm.,
 or lrge. 2 ocirm. opts 
See 
































 pl, share yard.









Quiet Ige Rooms Fur 
nished 
studios and One 
Bedrooms.  
A w Carpets. Swim Pool, Recreation 
Room With Dead Bolt Security 
Locks. 620 So. 9th Street. 251.4817. 
Private 
room  a belts. 
Beautiful  new 
horne 
for male student. $25 week or 
5100.00 
month_ Linda 
Wong  225 5193. 
Willow  
Of.. House ter Rent 53003 
Bdrm. 2 Ba. Huge family 
rm. 
complete Kitch. Kirl Schools,
 Call 
289 8657 
8.10  pm. 
SUMMER  
& FALL APPLI. Apts. a 
Balcony 230 E. San Salvador St. 





 Ph 791 6020  appt 
only  Ask for 
J.B 
FOR 





 pd 5140 
mo
 at 526 5 
11th St Call 709 9235 
















 Victorian Apt., 









Call 789 9235 





























Found 24 on 
campus  




Single Adults, Enrich your Me by 
attending coffee, fellowship I Bible 
study. 
8,45-10-15  am. 
Sundays.  
Bit  
0 Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears, 




Do you really care about Handicapped 
People? 
Would  you 
like  to share a 
nice apartment with him? If you 
would, 




irs great to be 
back with you. I hope we are 
always 
together. Let's get
 married. Love. 
5100.00 Reward for Information
 
leading to Recovery of Stereo Equip 
Stolen Thurs., April 10. Call 
991.8221  
SUE J. 
We've come a 
















 San Francisco Bay 
Area. One
 low 
price  of 5I38  includes 
the

























































 each, and 8 
x 10's 
at S2 00 





















































all  Oates 

































Registered Nurse Electrologist Ph 
265.1440 19 P.M 3186 Lincoln Ave 
Shaklee
 Modes  le  
Id 
Cleaners,  Natural food 
supplements
 


























































East  and 
West
 Africa and 
















































summer  travels? $RA!. Texas 
Instrument
 












 go board 

















 does at 











































STUDENT 1.0. CARDS 







TRAVEL  IN 
FOR 







OR ROI AT 
STUDENT
 SERVICE 
WEST. 235 E. Santa Clara, Na. 710, 
SAN JOSE CA  95113 14081 287.6301, 










phone  275-0461. 
dates:  




-53  per 
' day or 
15
















mberg  - -137 Escobar 
Ave.  




-fast,   
Can 










 PO. + 
paper 
steno services extra,
 3% S 
11th
 St. Call 
Timone  999-0352 
VW Parts I Repair. Call Goodie's. 
250-
6454,
 9 30 
7:00. 
Your paper 











































 Four Fwe 
days days days 
2.25 2.40 2.50 
2.75 2.90 3.00 
3.25 3.40 3.50 












 line add: 




 Lines One Day 
Semester rate 


























Sole  o Personals 
Print
 Your Ad Here: 
appiiix 3/ lel 
lets 





Print name   Phone   
Address   
City   




SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER 
OR CASH 
TO: 
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY 
SAN JOSE,
 CALIFORNIA 95114 




































from page one 
Dymally
 maintained that 
the 
enrollment  decline could 
possibly 
result from college 
systems not being 
aggressive enough to make 
students aware
 of the op-
portunities,
 and seeing that 
















 he said. 
Dymally  stressed 
that 
faculty cutbacks 
may  begin 
the "downward
 spiral" that 
could 
eventually
 lead to 

















Dymally also criticized 
what 





















 to little 
more
 than stealing faculty 
positions,"










Continued from page one 
A.S. Housing officer 
Jim 
Welsh said the city attorney 
doesn't 
want
 to follow it up 
and "nothing ever happens" 
after 
it gets to the city at-
torney. 
Brazelton
 said it is crucial 
to
 
have the city attorney 
backing you," but he would 
not say if he had such 
backing. 
Brazelton also said most 
students 
will  not complain 
because there 
is an attitude 
of "don't tell the man." 
Dr. Terry Christensen, 
assistant
 professor of 
political 
science
 and a neigh-
borhood resident, agreed 
students 






 is a 
"neighborhood 
that
 wants to 





 students are often 
afraid  their housing will be 
condemned or that a lan-
dlord will raise the rent to 
cover the cost of repairs. 
Brazelton
 agreed that 








Society will hold 
a lecture on Transcendental
 
Meditation at 1:30 p.m. in the 
S.U. Almaden Room. 
SJSU Sierra Club will meet 
at





 Club will meet 








meet  at 12:30 
p.m.


















 at 8 p.m. 
in ED 434. 
SJSU 






 at 5  p.m.








 study at 
11:30  
a.m.






Union  will 








Meditation Society will meet 
at 







Association will meet at 7:30 
p.m. in the Intercultural 
Center.  
SJSU Pre-law Club will meet 









 thru Thurs. 


























the Private Eye 
Pans 
Grier  Is 
"SHEBA, BABY" (PG) 
"SHANGHAI
 'LIL" (RI 











































































 get the money 
from the students. 
But, he said, for every bad 
landlord there are "ten good 
landlords." 
One owner of 
several  units 
in 
the  area said that since 
much
 of the housing is old, it 









could think of 
some repairs he 
would like 
done on his 
house,  but he 
wouldn't want 
to pay the 
resulting 
extra  rent. 
The 
Housing  and Com-
munity
 Development 





Robinson of the 
campus 
housing source,
 but she 
"questions that 
preventive 
kinds of inspection are going 
on."  
Continued from page one 
The students decided 




They decided to leave 
peacefully before the police 
arrived and to march 
through Dudley Moorehead 




marching  and 
chanting through Dudley 
Moorehead Hall, 
the 
students  gathered at 
the foot 












list of demands. 
After entering the building
 





the doors locked. 
Bunzel  at lunch 
It was
 later learned that
 




dered the office closed. 
Bunzel had earlier told 
the 
Spartan Daily he 
felt  the 
issue of the protest was itself 
apart
 from the Economics 
Department 
issue. 
'Whatever one's ends are, 
I have never believed the 
justify illegal tactics.'' 
Bunzel said. 
Most would agree 
Bunzel 
added  that ht. 
believed 
most of the students 
and faculty would agree with  
him. 




Bunzel  replied, 
"I
 suspect 






































 T VIE 
S41 
Bunzel
 said the 
protesters  be 









fashion  not appropriate 
to




 occured in the department 
He said 
the  university's 
last  year. 
position 
was to avoid a 
Three  radical lecturers 
confrontation,  
were told of their ter -
He was glad the 
protesters  mination last year on 
the day 






 Bunzel added. It was charged,  by 
many,  
Yesterday's protest was in that notice was withheld 
last 
part 
prompted  by the year 
to avoid student 
Academic  Senate's 
move protests.
 
Monday to delay 
taking a 












The Senate voted 
to send * 
the 
liaison committee's 
report back to the committee * 
because 
critics  felt it was too * 
superficial.  
The report recommends 
the refranchisement of the 
department as of September 
1975 
but does not examine 
the allegations
 made of 
wrong -doing by faculty * 
 TRY 
occupation said by the time 
the Academic Senate takes a 





 students at the 
















































Adjust  carburetor 
10. 4 new spark plugs 
11. Check compression 
12. Check brake fluid
-add 
13. 































 Fri. 7:30-4:00 
















Don't wait until s ou 
graduater  































Students with an interest in pre -law, 
administration of justice, and related 
areas  are encouraged to volunteer in 
this area. Prisoner
 visitation, pre-trial 
aid. probation, diversion and jail 





Students interested in working with 
children at 
the  pre-school and early 




 day care 
centers, pre-school opportunities, and 












hours in a 
Health  field? 
Become  
involved














up to 3 









This  program involves 
introducing
 and  
implementing
 ethnic awareness studies 
for Asian, Black, Chicano, 
Filipino 
and Native American Children 
of ek-
mentary  age in  San Jose. 






 made by 
these 
groups.  All areas 
will be open 
for 
exploration.
 Art, history, 
sociolo-












































in working in the 
educational
 field have an 
alternative 
to tradition. 
Community  education 
is 
involved  with initiating 
direct  com-
munity participation
 within the 
school system. 
Areas  for your 
involve-
ment are recreation,





































































































































































286-8989   
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  
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11.01 
I 
EASTRIDGE SHOPPING
 
CENTER  
